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 Certain aspects of the life of the Greek poet Theocritus are fairly well 
agreed upon.  We know, for instance, that he flourished in the third century 
B.C.  He was most likely born in Sicily and migrated at a later time to the 
Greek island of Cos and from there to Alexandria in Egypt, or he was Coan 
by birth and came to be associated with Sicily only later in his life.  At any 
rate, he appeared in Alexandria at a time in history when this great city was 
the cultural center of the Eastern Mediterranean.  He became part of the 
Alexandrian school, which, coming as it did upon the heels of the golden age 
of Greek literature, did what it could to avoid slavish imitation of its 
predecessors: 
 
All the Alexandrians had in common one characteristic, showing itself in a 
variety of forms, namely avoidance of the trite and commonplace.  Hence 
all alike sought restlessly for subjects either new or capable of being 
treated from some new angle; and all used language which, while retaining 
the flavour of antiquity, showed at every turn some novelty of formation, 
shade of meaning, or collocation (Rose 1948:317). 
 
In particular they developed new genres such as the epyllion, or little epic, 
and epigram, miniature forms instead of the large-scale epic and drama.  
They also had a keen regard for form in both language and meter, and 
developed a taste for erudition as witnessed in their didactic poems and 
mythological allusions.  In particular, they avoided large works and strove to 
expand upon previously treated material in ways that emphasized 
individuals’ emotions or peculiarities. 
 Theocritus’ greatest contribution to the movement was a group of 
poems referred to today as the Idylls, which feature several pastoral poems, 
the first ever to appear in literary form,  and which earned Theocritus the 
title of Father of Pastoral Poetry.   We see here the beginnings of a genre that 
numbers  among  its  followers  such  names as Bion and Moschus among 
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the Greeks, the Romans Virgil, Calpurnius, and Nemesianus, the Italians 
Boccaccio and Petrarch, and such English poets as Spenser, Milton, Shelley, 
and Arnold. 
 This genre, however, seems to have appeared full-blown with 
Theocritus out of a literary vacuum, the source used for his pastorals being 
shrouded in mystery.  A few Theocritean scholars simply dismiss the issue 
as unresolvable due to scant evidence.  There is, however, general consensus 
that the genre was most likely based somewhat upon a preexisting folk 
culture of Sicily and the Peloponnesus, more particularly upon the actual 
songs of the shepherds of these regions.  They especially single out the 
tradition of singing contests among the country folk, the remnants of which 
are perhaps still to be found today in Greece, Sicily, and parts of mainland 
Italy. 
 Steven Walker (1980) recounts a tradition according to which 
Syracuse in Sicily was afflicted by a plague or civil strife that the goddess 
Artemis was responsible for bringing to an end.  Consequently, in her honor 
a festival was instituted, featuring the custom of herdsmen coming to the 
theater at Syracuse to perform their singing contests for the public.  Walker 
goes on to say that perhaps these were witnessed by a young Theocritus 
(16):  “It is certainly tempting to imagine Theocritus witnessing such 
spectacles as a child, and later looking back on his childhood and saying like 
Wordsworth in The Prelude: ‘Shepherds were the men that pleased me 
first.’”  According to A. S. F. Gow (1972: xiv), however, “the gap between 
the ritual singing adduced as the origin of Bucolic and the real songs of 
peasants on the one hand, and on the other the songs of the bucolic poets, is 
profound, nor does our information suffice to bridge it.”  In fact most 
Theocritean scholars of today would agree that the extent to which 
Theocritus borrows from some earlier tradition and what is original in his 
poems is quite unclear. 
 This paper addresses some aspects of this supposed “borrowing,” in 
particular the possibility of Theocritus’ being influenced by the motifs of an 
oral tradition existing among the shepherds of some Doric-speaking Greek 
area. 
 First of all it should become obvious to the reader of Theocritus that 
the poet wanted his songs at least to appear to be directly from the mouths 
of his shepherd characters.  In fact, most of his Idylls are presented in 
dramatic  form and the narrated portions employ similar language.   Yet 
there  can be little doubt that what one encounters in the Idylls is not simply 
a mimicking of real country songs; on the contrary, most of the contents are 
a reflection of Theocritus’ own literary genius.  His poems are highly 
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literary, even artificially so.  They are neither formulaic nor lacking a high 
incidence of necessary enjambement.  And it may be noted, as has Richard 
Janko (1982:31), that Theocritus was aware of epic enjambement 
tendencies:  “The mock-heroic Idyll 22 of Theocritus is indistinguishable 
from real epic in terms of enjambement.”  Janko goes on to support this 
claim with pertinent statistics.  In short, what we have in Theocritus is a 
highly literate poet fully steeped in a highly literate tradition.  Yet Theocritus 
is attempting to compose songs that come forth from the mouths of his 
shepherd characters, who are thoroughly steeped in rusticity.  Moreover, 
Theocritus would only naturally have wanted to give his shepherds’ words a 
semblance of authenticity.  I contend that he would surely have wanted to, 
and indeed did, lend verisimilitude to his rustic scenes by borrowing some 
aspects of real shepherd life as well as certain aspects from real shepherd 
songs. 
 Let us also bear in mind that the Alexandrians, as one of their 
characteristics, tended to write for a well-educated reader, one familiar with 
a wide variety of literary works and well versed in various literary traditions.  
This practice is, of course, in extreme contrast to the oral style of song that 
would appeal to the non-literate shepherds as they composed their ditties. 
 As one reads Theocritus’ Idylls, it is not too difficult to determine 
what of real country life is reflected there.  What remains to be proved is 
whether it is logical to assume that to further the verisimilitude there were 
borrowings from actual contest songs, that is, topics and motifs, if not actual 
wording.  The issue then is, which, if any, motifs found in Theocritus have 
their roots in an oral tradition and which are original with the poet or 
perhaps to what extent he borrowed from the wording or phraseology of real 
shepherd songs.  I shall elaborate on both these issues later, but first it will 
prove beneficial to digress a bit to consider a few mechanical aspects of the 
poems. 
 Theocritus, being from Sicily or Cos,  spoke the Doric dialect of 
Greek as his native language.  Yet the choice of dialect for a work of 
literature in Greek antiquity was based on other considerations: “In the 
course of literary development . . . dialects came to be characteristic of 
certain classes of literature, and, their role once established, the choice of 
one or the other usually depended upon this factor rather than upon the 
native dialect of the author” (Buck 1928:14).   As a matter of fact, 
Theocritus himself writes in a number of different dialects within the Idylls.  
Those which are pastoral in nature, however, are invariably Doric.  
Theocritus of course stands at the beginning of the pastoral genre, that is, 
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there exists no literary precedent concerning choice of dialect.  It seems only 
natural then that he would use the very dialect of the shepherds about whom 
he writes, that is to say, those of Sicily, south Italy, and the area around 
Arcadia.  The dialect of all these regions is Doric.  Yet Doric was considered 
by the Alexandrians to be in many respects a non-literary dialect.  Perhaps it 
was for this very reason that Theocritus felt it to be especially appropriate 
for his non-literate shepherds.  In his non-pastoral Idyll 15, two Syracusan 
women who now lived in Alexandria are criticized for their characteristic 
broadening of vowels by an unnamed man in the crowd: 
 
MAN: Will you two wretched turtle doves put a stop to your endless 
chatter?  [To the crowd] They’ll wear us out with all their drawling. 
PRAXINOA: Heavens, where is this fellow from?  And what is it to you if 
we chatter?  Go buy some slaves and order them about.  You’re giving 
orders to Syracusans now, and I’ll have you know that we are Corinthians 
by descent as was Bellerophon.  We are speaking a Peloponnesian dialect, 
and it is permitted, I presume, for Dorians to speak Doric. 
 
Yet Theocritus’ Doric is a fuller or “salon-Doric.”  Perhaps more of his 
artificiality is revealed by this hyper-Doric form. 
 Furthermore, according to R. J. Cholmeley (1913:36), “Theocritus 
introduces—even in the mouths of his roughest countrymen—long obsolete 
Homeric forms.  His language is the Homeric which prevails in the epic and 
lyric poetry of Greece.  Even in the bucolic idylls there is not only an 
admixture of Homeric forms, but a not infrequent reminiscence of Homeric 
phrase.”   Let us keep this in mind as we attempt to tie the Idylls to an oral 
tradition and in particular as we consider the fact that Theocritus chose the 
dactylic hexameter for his pastorals, the very metrical form of the Homeric 
epic.  
 Once again, there are strict conventions among the Greeks concerning 
their choice of  poetic meter just  as we have seen with their choice of 
dialect.   It is fair to say that when a Greek poet considered composing 
within a given genre, his choice of meter was predetermined by tradition, 
and he would seldom question the issue.  His reader would have considered 
the wrong choice of meter as in poor taste.  Yet once again we must realize 
that  Theocritus  stood  at  the  beginning  of  a  genre.   His  choice therefore 
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could be based on something other than a literary tradition.1  It is tempting to 
think that his choice of the epic hexameter was influenced in some way by 
shepherd songs.  Of course the meter of shepherd songs is unknown, but a 
few conclusions may be inferred from available data.  First of all, we can 
safely assume that shepherds may have been familiar with the language of 
rhapsodes.  Their performances are known to have continued as late as the 
time of Sulla, 138-78 B.C., long after the time of Theocritus.  One particular 
rhapsode, Cynaethus, is said to have recited Homer at Syracuse as early as 
504 B.C.2  Furthermore, an acquaintance on the part of shepherds with 
Homeric recitations or perhaps even with oral compositional techniques, 
could possibly have led them to make a general association between oral, 
spontaneous composition and the hexameter verse form.  Again it is 
tempting to think that if shepherds chose the hexameter for their verse form 
as appropriate because of the extemporaneous nature of their contest songs, 
it would not be unlikely that Theocritus used the same verse form either in 
imitation of the shepherd songs or, more likely, to indicate extemporaneity 
in the songs of his Idylls. 
 Let us also consider Theocritus’ use of contest songs, examining 
especially those of Idyll 5.  Although this may not be one of the best of 
Theocritus’ works, it does serve as his most typical example of the 
amoebaean singing exchange.  Here we have in literary form an 
approximation of the form of actual contest songs, similar in many ways 
even to those still sung in contest among country people of that part of the 
world today.  The amoebaean exchange has many characteristics that can be 
found reflected in practically all of Theocritus’ successors in the field of the 
pastoral.  It is the one format that perhaps most typically represents how 
shepherds actually sang for their own amusement in the fields of ancient 
Greece.  David Halperin refers to “the convention of ‘amoebaean song’ 
which was destined to become the hallmark of the bucolic poetry of 
Theocritus and his imitators” (1983:178).  The term amoebaean implies an 
exchange in which there are two singers singing in opposition.  The one 
presents a “lead-off” song on a topic of his own choosing, and therefore it 
may or may not be extemporaneous.  The “second” singer then would be 
expected to respond to the lead-off song in some way; he might give an 
                                                           
1 Cf. Rosenmeyer 1969:14:  “The gross fact remains that pastoral lyric was at first 
composed in the same verse form as epic, and remained faithful to the pattern for over 
1700 years.” 
 
2 According to T. W. Allen (1924:66), this performance occurred as early as soon 
after the founding of Syracuse, i.e., before 700 B.C. 
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opposing view, produce a song on a similar theme, or simply add 
information.  His real task of course would be to outdo his opponent in some 
fashion.  The lead-off singer would then begin the second round of the 
contest with a theme of his own choosing and the entire process would be 
repeated.  It is felt by some, however, that if the lead-off singer were in some 
manner to build his song upon the previous response, he would “score more 
points,” so to speak, with the judge.  One sure thing about this technique is 
that it required spontaneity at least on the part of the second singer.   
 For example: Comatas, the lead-off singer in Idyll 5, begins the 
contest in line 80 with a claim of love from the Muses, the divine inspirers 
of song, and devotion to them on his part.  Lacon, the second singer, 
responds with a claim of love from Apollo, another divine inspirer of song, 
and devotion to Apollo on his part.  In the second set of songs (84-87), 
Comatas boasts of the fertility of his flock and of the amorous advances of 
one; Lacon responds with a boast of the productivity of his flock and of his 
amorous adventures with a loved one of his own.  These exchanges continue 
on topics such as their respective admiration for wild plants and/or their 
fruits, gifts proffered to their respective loved ones, warnings addressed to 
their respective flocks, and so on for some fourteen amoebic exchanges, 
through line 137, all following the basic pattern in which the response songs 
are in some way built upon the lead-off songs. 
 We might also consider Theocritus’ use of the refrain.  Once again by 
using a stylistic feature, Theocritus establishes it as one of the conventional 
characteristics of the genre to be repeated by many of his successors.  Yet 
this particular characteristic, the refrain, might be considered either related 
somehow to the oral pastoral songs preceding Theocritus or at least 
constituting an attempt on his part to lend his pastorals an oral flavor.  
Certainly the refrain can be used for a variety of other stylistic purposes, but 
in addition to these, whether an actual part of the oral tradition or not, the 
refrain could lend to the reader of a written tradition a feeling for the oral as 
if the refrain were being used as a compositional device whereby the 
extemporaneous oral singer paused somewhat to organize his thoughts 
before proceeding with the next several lines or stanzas. 
 So much for mechanical aspects, each of which, incidentally, can be 
thought of as a reflection of a preexisting oral form; let us return to our 
examination of other ways in which real pastoral life is reflected in 
Theocritus’ Idylls.  First of all, let us consider the caste system among the 
various herdsmen found in the Idylls.  According to tradition the herdsmen 
occupied  distinct  social  positions  depending  on  the  type  of animals they 
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herded.  The most elite were the neatherds (or cowherds) followed in turn by 
the shepherds, then the goatherds, and finally the swineherds.  By far the 
majority of characters found throughout the pastoral genre are shepherds and 
goatherds.  The herdsman’s ideal, however, found in the character of a 
certain Daphnis, is quite naturally supposed to be a neatherd.  The 
swineherds, on the other hand, are not even found in Theocritus, and they 
appear in later pastoralists only on rare occasions and never have speaking 
roles.  Furthermore, a distinction is clearly made between the goatherd and 
other herdsmen above him in the caste system.3  Also, the rustics of the 
pastoral genre are frequently depicted as being involved in some all-too-
realistic rustic chore, for example milking animals of the flock, making 
cheese from the milk thus extracted, herding the flocks to water or shade, 
protecting them from disease or predators, and so on. 
 Quite frequently in the Idylls we read of shepherds meeting in the 
fields as by coincidence they drive their respective flocks to the same place, 
perhaps in search of shade or water.  The tradition is that when real 
shepherds met on just such real occasions, in order to while away their spare 
time as the flocks drank, rested, or browsed and cropped the grass, they 
would recline in some shady precinct and play their rustic musical 
instruments and/or sing.  This practice in time gave rise to the singing 
contest in order to make such encounters more interesting and competitive.  
If the records of such contests in the Idylls are accurate, the entire process 
involved an exchange of compliments or insults upon their meeting, which 
would then precipitate the challenge to a match, a debate over the 
suitableness of the environment for singing (choosing a lovely spot 
appropriate for their songs), selecting a judge to determine the victor in the 
contest, staking of wagers to be won by the victor (frequently involving the 
use of various animals from their respective flocks, hand-carved vessels, or 
musical pipes), and of course the judge’s decision along with the elation of 
the victor and the depression of the loser.4 
 It seems only natural then that Theocritus, in wanting to lend 
verisimilitude  to his Idylls,  would reflect in them not only various aspects 
of real shepherds’ lives but, since his readers could be expected to be 
sensitive to them, various aspects of  their  real  songs.   This  activity  might  
have involved the borrowing of specific words, topics, or motifs but, since 
there are practically no indications to the contrary, not necessarily  
                                                           
3 See Idylls 1.56, 1.86, 5.51-52, 6.6-7, and 7.13-14. 
 
4 For examples, see Idyll 5.1-79 and 138-50. 
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phraseology of greater length than single words or short phrases.  This study 
limits itself to Theocritus’ borrowing of motifs; but in order to seek specific 
indications of this borrowing, it will first be necessary to establish the 
methodology employed for determining what comprises a sufficient basis for 
inclusion in the study.  The assumption here is that if a motif occurs often 
enough in Theocritus’ pastorals, it more than likely was thought by the poet 
to be one that typified the genre and therefore was more than likely an actual 
part of an oral shepherd song tradition existing in Theocritus’ day. 
 I have treated here a total of seven poems: Idylls 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 
11.5  This list coincides with Steven Walker’s list and does not differ 
radically from that of other Theocritean scholars (cf. Walker 1980:34).  
These seven poems yield a total of 703 lines, that is, an average of ca. 100 
lines per poem.  This study limits itself to five specific motifs, illustrated 
here selectively because of the frequency of their occurrences.  Each of these 
motifs occurs from ten to twenty-three times for an average of sixteen times 
each in the collection of seven poems.  Each of the seven poems contains an 
average of between eleven and twelve instances of these motifs alone. 
 
 
Rustic Gifts 
 
 Let us consider these more commonly encountered motifs as they 
appear in the Idylls.  First of all it may be noted that Theocritus makes 
frequent allusion to various rustic gifts that are usually being bestowed upon 
or offered to a loved one.  The herdsman of pastoral literature would attempt 
this bestowal with the only gifts he had to offer, and these are sometimes 
even amusing in their crudeness.  Often such rustic gifts consisted of animals 
or flowers.  Note the following: 
 
 
  ai[ ka tai; Moi'sai ta;n oi[ida dw'ron a[gwntai, 
  a[rna tu; sakivtan layh'/  gevra": aij dev k j ajrevskh/ 
                                                           
5 Idylls 2 and 10 have not been considered since they are not essentially pastoral 
in nature, and Idylls 8 and 9 are generally considered spurious.  Of the other poems in the 
corpus, only Idylls 20 and 27 are considered pastoral; Idyll 20, however, does not have a 
pastoral setting, merely a rustic character bemoaning his treatment at the hands of a “city 
girl,” and Idyll 27 is spurious.  Lawall’s argument for linking Idyll 2 with Idyll 1 is made 
on stylistic grounds, rather than any pastoral nature of Idyll 2 (1967:14-33). 
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  thvnai" a[rna labei'n, tu; de; ta;n o[in u{steron ajxh/'. 
       (Id. 1.9-11) 
 
[If the Muses take the ewe as their gift, you would take the stall-
fed lamb as your prize; and if it should please them to take the 
lamb, then you would lead off the ewe in turn.] 
 
 
  ai\gav tev toi dwsw' didumatovkon ej" tri;" ajmevlxai, 
  a} duv j e[cois j ejrivfw" potamevlgetai ej" duvo pevlla", 
  kai; baqu; kissuvbion keklusmevnon aJdevi khrw/', 
  ajmfw'e", neoteucev", e[ti glufavnoio potovsdon. 
       (Id. 1.25-28) 
 
[I shall give to you a she-goat to milk three times, one that has 
delivered twins and which, although she has two kids, gives two 
pails of milk in addition; and I shall give you a deep two-handled, 
ivy-wood cup coated with sweet wax, one newly fashioned and 
still fragrant from the chisel.] 
 
 
  e[nq j, w\nax, kai; tavnde fevreu paktoi'o melivpnoun 
  ejk khrw' suvrigga kalo;n peri; cei'lo" eJliktavn. 
       (Id. 1.128-29) 
 
[Come, lord, and take this beautiful honey-breathing panpipe 
wreathed with tightly-packed wax around its lip.] 
 
 
  hjnivde toi devka ma'la fevrw: thnw'qe kaqei'lon 
  w| m j ejkevleu kaqelei'n tuv: kai; au[rion a[lla toi oijsw'. 
       (Id. 3.10-11) 
 
[Look, I bring you ten apples; I plucked them there where you 
bade me pluck them; and tomorrow I shall bring you more.] 
 
 
  h\ mavn toi leuka;n didumatovkon ai\ga fulavssw, 
  tavn me kai; aJ Mevrmnwno" ejriqaki;" aJ melanovcrw" 
  aijtei': kai; dwsw' oiJ, ejpei; tuv moi ejndiaqruvpth/. 
       (Id. 3.34-36) 
 
[I am saving a white she-goat for you, one that has borne twins, the 
one that Mermnon’s dark-skinned working girl asks me for; and I 
shall give it to her since you trifle with me.] 
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    BATTOS 
  caj su'rigx eujrw'ti paluvnetai, a{n pok j ejpavxa. 
 
    KORUDWN 
  ouj thvna g j, ouj Nuvmfa", ejpei; poti; Pi'san ajfevrpwn 
  dw'ron ejmoiv nin e[leipen: ejgw; dev ti" eijmi; meliktav". 
       (Id. 4.28-30) 
 
[BATTOS:  Aegon’s panpipe is sprinkled with mold ever since he 
hung it up. 
CORYDON:  No, by the Nymphs, not that one, since he left it for 
me as a gift when he went off to Pisa; I myself am something of a 
flute player.] 
 
 
  thnei; kai; to;n tau'ron ajp j w[reo" a\ge piavxa" 
  ta'" oJpla'" kh[dwk j  jAmarullivdi. 
       (Id. 4.35-36) 
 
[Grabbing the bull by the hooves, he brought it from the mountain 
and gave it to Amaryllis.] 
 
 
    KOMATAS 
  ta;n poivan suvrigga… tu; gavr poka, dw'le Sibuvrta, 
  ejktavsw suvrigga… tiv d j oujkevti su;n Koruvdwni 
  ajrkei' toi kalavma" aujlo;n poppuvsden e[conti… 
 
    LAKWN 
  tavn moi e[dwke Luvkwn . . . 
       (Id. 5.5-8) 
 
[COMATAS: What panpipe are you talking about?  Have you, the 
slave of Sibyrtas, ever owned a panpipe?  Why is it no longer 
enough for you to hiss upon that reed flute of yours along with 
Corydon? 
LACON: Lycon gave that panpipe to me . . .] 
 
 
    KOMATAS 
  khjgw; me;n dwsw' ta'/ parqevnw/ aujtivka favssan, 
  ejk ta'" ajrkeuvqw kaqelwvn: thnei; ga;r ejfivsdei. 
 
    LAKWN 
  ajll j ejgw; ej" clai'nan malako;n povkon, oJppovka pevxw 
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  ta;n oi\n ta;n pevllan, Krativda/ dwrhvsomai aujtov". 
       (Id. 5.96-99) 
 
[COMATAS: I shall give a wood pigeon to the maiden soon, 
snatching it down from the juniper, for it roosts there. 
LACON: But I, whenever I shear the dark ewe, shall myself give 
its soft fleece to Crathis for a cloak.] 
 
 
    KOMATAS 
  e[sti dev moi gaulo;" kuparivssino", e[sti de; krathvr, 
  e[rgon Praxitevleu": ta'/ paidi; de; tau'ta fulavssw. 
 
    LAKWN 
  cajmi'n ejsti kuvwn filopoivmnio" o}" luvko" a[gcei, 
  o}n tw'/ paidi; divdwmi ta; qhriva pavnta diwvkein. 
       (Id. 5.104-7) 
 
[COMATAS: I have a milk pail of cypress wood, and I have a 
bowl, the work of Praxiteles, but I am saving these for my girl. 
LACON: And I have a dog who loves the flock and kills the 
wolves, which I give to my boy to chase off all the wild beasts.] 
 
 
    KOMATAS 
  oujk e[ram j  jAlkivppa", o{ti me pra'n oujk ejfivlhse 
  tw'n w[twn kafeloi's j, o{ka oiJ ta;n favssan e[dwka. 
 
    LAKWN 
  ajll j ejgw;  Eujmhvdeu" e[ramai mevga: kai; ga;r o{k j aujtw'/ 
  ta;n suvrigg j w[rexa, kalovn tiv me kart j ejfivlhsen. 
       (Id. 5.132-35) 
 
[COMATAS: I do not love Alcippe because recently, when I gave 
her the wood pigeon, she did not take me by the ears and kiss me. 
LACON: But I do love Eumedeus greatly; for when I offered the 
panpipe to him, he kissed me very well indeed.] 
 
 
  tovss j eijpw;n to;n Davfnin oJ Damoivta" ejfivlhse: 
  cw] me;n tw'/ suvrigg j, o} de; tw'/ kalo;n aujlo;n e[dwken. 
       (Id. 6.42-43) 
 
[When he had thus spoken, Damoetas kissed Daphnis; the latter 
then bestowed a panpipe upon the former, and the former a 
beautiful lute upon the latter.] 
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  “tavn toi,” e[fa, “koruvnan dwruvttomai, ou{neken ejssiv 
  pa'n ejp j ajlaqeiva/ peplasmevnon ejk Dio;" e[rno".” 
       (Id. 7.43-44) 
 
[“This shepherd’s staff,” he said, “I present to you because you are 
truly a child of Zeus, fashioned after the truth.”] 
 
 
  . . . o} dev moi to; lagwbovlon, aJdu; gelavssa" 
  wJ" pavro", ejk Moisa'n xeinhvion w[pasen h\men. 
       (Id.  7.128-29) 
 
[Laughing sweetly as before, he gave to me a shepherd’s crook as 
a friendly parting gift from the Muses.] 
 
 
  h[rato d j ouj mavloi" oujde; rJovdw/ oujde; kikivnnoi", 
  ajll j ojrqai'" manivai", aJgei'to de; pavnta pavrerga. 
       (Id. 11.10-11) 
 
[He (Polyphemus) did not conduct his love with apples, nor roses, 
nor ringlets of hair, but with downright madness, and he 
considered all else as trivia.] 
 
 
  . . . travfw dev toi e{ndeka nebrwv", 
  pavsa" mannofovrw", kai; skuvmnw" tevssara" a[rktwn. 
       (Id. 11.40-41) 
 
[I am nursing eleven fawns for you, all of which have collars, and 
four bear cubs.] 
 
 
    . . . e[feron dev toi h] krivna leukav 
  h] mavkwn j aJpala;n ejruqra; platagwvni j e[coisan. 
       (Id. 11.56-57) 
 
[. . . and I would bring you either a white lily or a soft red poppy 
with its broad petals.] 
 
 It can be noted additionally that in five of these instances (1.128-29, 
4.28-30, 5.5-8, 5.132-35, and 6.42-43) the gift is specifically the panpipe 
(su'rigx),  which   becomes  one  of  the  most  typical  symbols  of  shepherd  
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music specifically and of the pastoral genre in general. 
 
 
Nymphs 
 
 As might be expected, allusions to various denizens of the woods 
abound in Theocritus’ Idylls.  The Nymphs, representing the divine essence 
of various things in nature, e.g., mountains, bodies of water, trees, or 
regions, are particularly singled out for reference in song.  Sometimes they 
are addressed by the poet or a character speaking directly to them: 
 
  pa'/ pok j a[r j h\sq j, o{ka Davfni" ejtavketo, pa'/ poka, Nuvmfai… 
       (Id. 1.66) 
 
[Where were you then when Daphnis was wasting away, where 
then, O Nymphs?] 
 
 
  . . . cai'r j,   jArevqoisa, 
  kai; potamoi; toi; cei'te kalo;n kata; Quvbrido" u{dwr. 
       (Id. 1.117-18) 
 
[Farewell, Arethusa and you rivers which pour your sweet water 
down Thybris.] 
 
 
  Nuvmfai Kastalivde" Parnavsion ai\po" e[coisai, 
  a\rav gev pa/ toiovnde Fovlw kata; lavinon a[ntron 
  krath'r j  JHraklh'i gevrwn ejstavsato Civrwn… 
       (Id. 7.148-50) 
 
[Castalian Nymphs, you who hold the height of Parnassus, did the 
elderly Chiron serve Heracles such a cup as this in the rocky cave 
of Pholus?] 
 
On still other occasions the allusion is to sacrifices or offerings made to the 
Nymphs: 
 
  to; Krokuvlo" moi e[dwke, to; poikivlon, aJnivk j e[quse 
  tai'" Nuvmfai" ta;n ai\ga. 
       (Id. 5.11-12) 
 
[Crocylus gave the spotted (goatskin) to me when he sacrificed the 
goat to the Nymphs.] 
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  stasw' de; krath'ra mevgan leukoi'o gavlakto" 
  tai'" Nuvmfai", stasw' de; kai; aJdevo" a[llon ejlaivw. 
       (Id. 5.53-54) 
 
[I shall place a great bowl of white milk for the Nymphs, and also I 
shall place another of sweet olive oil.] 
 
 
      . . . ti;n dev, Koma'ta, 
  dwrei'tai Movrswn ta;n ajmnivda: kai; tu; de; quvsa" 
  tai'" Nuvmfai" Movrswni kalo;n kreva" aujtivka pevmyon. 
       (Id.  5.138-40) 
 
[Morson awards the lamb to you, Comatas, but when you sacrifice 
it to the Nymphs, see that you immediately send a good piece of its 
flesh to Morson.] 
 
 
  ou|to" oJ leukivta" oJ koruptivlo", ei[ tin j ojceusei'" 
  ta'n aijgw'n, flassw' tu, pri;n h] ejme; kallierh'sai 
  tai'" Nuvmfai" tavn ajmnovn. 
       (Id. 5.147-49) 
 
[You there, Whitey, you who butt with your horns, if you mount 
any of the she-goats before I have properly sacrificed this lamb to 
the Nymphs, I shall beat you.] 
 
And using the term “Nymph” in the form of an oath is common enough: 
 
  lh'/" poti; ta'n Numfa'n, lh'/", aijpovle, tei'de kaqivxa", 
  wJ" to; kavtante" tou'to gewvlofon ai{ te muri'kai, 
  surivsden… 
       (Id. 1.12-14) 
 
[By the Nymphs, goatherd, will you sit down here where this 
sloping hill is and these tamarisks, and play your pipe?] 
 
 
  ouj thvna g j, ouj Nuvmfa", ejpei; poti; Pi'san ajfevrpwn 
  dw'ron ejmoiv nin e[leipen. 
       (Id. 4.29-30) 
 
[No,  by  the  Nymphs,  not  that (panpipe), since (Aegon) left it for  
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me as a gift when he went off to Pisa.] 
 
 
  ouj mavn, ouj tauvta" ta;" limnavda", wjgaqev, Nuvmfa", 
  ai{te moi i{laoiv te kai; eujmeneve" televqoien, 
  ou[ teu ta;n suvrigga laqw;n e[kleye Komavta". 
       (Id. 5.17-19) 
 
[No, my good fellow, no, by these marsh Nymphs, and may they 
prove to be gracious and kind to me, Comatas did not secretly steal 
your panpipe from you.] 
 
 
  naiv, poti; ta'n Numfa'n, Movrswn fivle, mhvte Komavta/ 
  to; plevon ijquvnh/", mhvt j w\n tuvga tw'/de carivxh/. 
       (Id. 5.70-71) 
 
[Yes, friend Morson, do not, by the Nymphs, be partial to Comatas 
nor show favor to this fellow.] 
 
Consider also a variety of other instances: 
 
       . . . e[kluse divna 
  to;n Moivsai" fivlon a[ndra, to;n ouj Nuvmfaisin ajpecqh'. 
       (Id. 1.140-41) 
 
[The whirling water swept away the man who was dear to the 
Muses and who was not disliked by the Nymphs.] 
 
 
  cajlkuovne" storeseu'nti ta; kuvmata tavn te qavlassan 
  tovn te novton tovn t j eu\ron, o}" e[scata fukiva kinei', 
  aJlkuovne", glaukai'" Nhrhivsi taiv te mavlista 
  ojrnivcwn ejfivlhqen, o{soi" tev per ejx aJlo;" a[gra. 
       (Id. 7.57-60) 
 
[Halcyons will calm the waves and the sea and the winds from 
south and east, which stir up the most remote seaweed, halcyons, 
which are the most beloved of birds to the pale-green Nereids and 
for whom there is booty from the sea.] 
 
 
     . . . polla; me;n a[lla 
  Nuvmfai khjme; divdaxan ajn j w[rea boukolevonta 
  ejsqlav, tav pou kai; Zhno;" ejpi; qrovnon a[gage favma. 
       (Id. 7.91-93) 
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[The Nymphs taught me many other fine things while I was 
tending my flocks upon the mountains, which report has carried 
perhaps to the very throne of Zeus.] 
 
 
    . . . to; d j ejgguvqen iJero;n u{dwr 
  Numfa'n ejx a[ntroio kateibovmenon kelavruze. 
       (Id. 7.136-37) 
 
[And from nearby, the sacred water babbled as it trickled down 
from the cave of the Nymphs.] 
 
 
  a\rav gev pa/ th'non to;n poimevna to;n pot j  jAnavpw/, 
  to;n kratero;n Poluvfamon, o}" w[resi na'a" e[balle, 
  toi'on nevktar e[peise kat j au[lia possi; coreu'sai, 
  oi|on dh; tovka pw'ma diekranavsate, Nuvmfai, 
  bwmw'/ pa;r Davmatro" aJlwivdo"… 
       (Id. 7.151-55) 
 
[Was it such nectar that persuaded that shepherd alongside the 
River Anapus, the mighty Polyphemus, who hurled mountains at 
ships, to dance upon his feet about his cave, as that potion that you 
Nymphs then poured forth at the altar of Demeter Arealis?] 
 
 
Pan 
 
 When shepherds sang of denizens of the woods, however, in addition 
to the Nymphs, the god Pan in particular might be mentioned, not merely 
because of his association with woodland areas, but because he was 
considered their patron god, the tutelary deity of herdsmen and of their 
flocks.  As such he even had some of the physical attributes of a goat, such 
as budding horns, goat-like legs, and a nature to match.  On occasion he is 
alluded to or even called upon by a devotee: 
 
  stasw' d j ojktw; me;n gaulw;" tw'/ Pani; gavlakto", 
  ojktw; de; skafivda" mevlito" pleva khriv j ejcoivsa". 
       (Id. 5.58-59) 
 
[I shall offer eight pails of milk to Pan and eight bowls of honey 
including teeming honeycombs.] 
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tovn moi, Pavn,   JOmovla" ejrato;n pevdon o{ste levlogca", 
  a[klhton thvnoio fivla" ej" cei'ra" ejreivsai", 
  ei[t j e[st j a\ra Fili'no" oJ malqako;" ei[te ti" a[llo". 
  keij me;n tau't j e[rdoi", w\ Pa;n fivle, mhvti tu pai'de" 
   jArkadikoi; skivllaisin uJpo; pleurav" te kai; w[mw" 
  tanivka mastivzoien, o{te kreva tutqa; pareivh: 
  eij d j a[llw" neuvsai", kata; me;n crova pavnt j ojnuvcessi 
  daknovmeno" knavsaio kai; ejn knivdaisi kaqeuvdoi": 
  ei[h" d j  jHdwnw'n me;n ejn w[resi ceivmati mevssw/ 
    {Ebron pa;r potamo;n tetrammevno" ejgguvqen   [Arktw, 
  ejn de; qevrei pumavtoisi par j Aijqiovpessi nomeuvoi" 
  pevtra/ u{po Blemuvwn, o{qen oujkevti Nei'lo" oJratov". 
       (Id. 7.103-14) 
 
[O Pan, you to whose lot fell the beloved plain of Homole, may 
you place that lad unbidden into the loving hands of my (friend), 
whether it is the delicate Philinus or someone else.  And if you 
should do this, dear Pan, may the Arcadian boys not flog you on 
the ribs and shoulders with squills whenever their portions of meat 
are shy; but if you should will it otherwise, may you bite and 
scratch yourself all over your body with your nails, and may you 
sleep upon nettles; and may you dwell upon the mountains of the 
Edoni in mid-winter wandering along the banks of the Hebrus 
toward the North Pole, and in summer may you pasture among the 
far-off Ethiopians beneath the rock of the Blemyes beyond where 
the Nile can no longer be seen. 
 
Some of the allusions in this passage are quite obscure and beyond the scope 
of this paper.  Several of the problems are addressed by Gow in his 
commentary (1952b:157-60).  In line with the topic of this paper, I submit 
that the obscurities here are as logically ascribed to our lack of knowledge of 
the shepherd culture of Theocritus’ day as they are to the erudition of 
Alexandrian literature. 
 Pan is also mentioned in the Idylls because of his association with 
piping.  He was considered to be an accomplished musician himself and 
even the inventor of the syrinx or panpipe, which he first fashioned from the 
reeds into which his beloved Syrinx had been transformed in order to avoid 
his amorous advances.  He was quite naturally then treated as the patron of 
the shepherds’ music and is depicted as a piper himself.  In Idyll 1.1-3 his 
skill is seen as superior: 
 
    JAduv ti to; yiquvrisma kai; aJ pivtu", aijpovle, thvna, 
  aJ poti; tai'" pagai'si, melivsdetai, aJdu; de; kai; tuv 
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  surivsde": meta; Pa'na to; deuvteron a\qlon ajpoish'/. 
 
[Something sweet, goatherd, is the murmuring of that pine tree, 
which makes its music there by the spring, and sweet too is your 
piping.  You will carry off the second prize after Pan.] 
 
In lines 123-30 he is seen as evidently the appropriate heir of a musician’s 
flute: 
  w\ Pa;n Pavn, ei[t j ejssi; kat j w[rea makra; Lukaivw, 
  ei[te tuvg j ajmfipolei'" mevga Maivnalon, e[nq j ejpi; na'son 
  ta;n Sikelavn,   JElivka" de; livpe rJivon aijpuv te sa'ma 
  th'no Lukaonivdao, to; kai; makavressin ajghtovn. 
     .     .     . 
  e[nq j, w\nax, kai; tavnde fevreu paktoi'o melivpnoun 
  ejk khrw' suvrigga kalo;n peri; cei'lo" eJliktavn: 
  h\ ga;r ejgw;n uJp j   [Erwto" ej"   {Aidan e{lkomai h[dh. 
 
[Pan, Pan, whether you are on the lofty mountains of Lycaeus or 
you are tending mighty Mount Maenalus, come to the island of 
Sicily and leave Helice’s peak and the lofty tomb of Arcas, which 
is revered even by the blessed gods. . . .  Come, O king, and 
receive this handsome, honey-scented panpipe, wreathed about its 
lip with compact wax, for I am already being drawn by Love into 
Hades.] 
 
 In lines 15-18 the allusion is to a harsher side of Pan’s nature as the 
goatherd responds to a request for him to play upon his pipes: 
 
  ouj qevmi", w\ poimhvn, to; mesambrino;n ouj qevmi" a[mmin 
  surivsden.  to;n Pa'na dedoivkame": h\ ga;r ajp j a[gra" 
  tanivka kekmakw;" ajmpauvetai: e[sti de; pikrov", 
  kaiv oiJ ajei; drimei'a cola; poti; rJini; kavqhtai. 
 
[It is not permitted, shepherd, not permitted for us to pipe at 
midday.  We fear Pan; for at that time he rests, being wearied from 
the hunt.  He is bitter, and there is always a pungent wrath sitting 
upon his nostrils.] 
 
In some instances Pan is viewed as the virtual equivalent of the Satyrs and 
even referred to in plural form: 
 
  eu\ g j, w[nqrwpe filoi'fa.  tov toi gevno" h] Saturivskoi" 
  ejgguvqen h] Pavnessi kakoknavmoisin ejrivsdei. 
       (Id. 4.62-63) 
 
[Good job, you lecher.  Your kind is a close rival of the Satyrs or 
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the shaggy-legged Pans.] 
 
 Frequently the name of Pan is used in an oath, viz., nai; to;n Pa'na, “by 
Pan” (Id. 4.47, 5.141, and 6.21), and its negative form, ouj to;n Pa'na, “no, by 
Pan” (Id. 5.14). 
 
 
Music of Nature 
 
 It can also be observed that musical sounds and musical performances 
have a key function in Theocritus’ Idylls.  In fact, there are few sounds that 
are thought by his rustics to be less than melodious, and these same rustics 
seem especially fond of the sounds produced by the countryside itself.  Such 
allusions to the music of nature abound, and most can easily be divided into 
three categories: (1) those dealing with insects, (2) those with birds, and (3) 
those with inanimate objects such as trees or water.  One must bear in mind, 
however, that what seems harsh-sounding in nature to one of urban tastes 
may gladden the ears of the Theocritean rustic.  Let us first consider the 
sounds of insects: 
 
  aiJ de; kalo;n bombeu'nti poti; smavnessi mevlissai. 
       (Id. 1.107) 
 
and 
 
  w|de kalo;n bombeu'nti poti; smavnessi mevlissai. 
       (Id. 5.46) 
 
[and (here) the bees buzz pleasantly around the hives.] 
 
 
  . . . tevttigo" ejpei; tuvga fevrteron a/[dei". 
       (Id. 1.148) 
 
[(May you be rewarded) since you sing better than the cicada.] 
 
 
      . . . ai[qe genoivman 
  aJ bombeu'sa mevlissa kai; ej" teo;n a[ntron iJkoivman. 
       (Id. 3.12-13) 
 
[If only I might become a buzzing bee and come into your cave.] 
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  yucro;n u{dwr toutei; kataleivbetai: w|de pefuvkei 
  poiva, caj stiba;" a{de, kai; ajkrivde" w|de laleu'nti. 
       (Id. 5.33-34) 
 
[In this place the cool water drips down; here there is grass 
growing and this soft bed, and here the grasshoppers chatter.] 
 
There is room, however, for the intrusion of an unpleasant sound alongside a 
pleasant one. 
 
  o{sti" nikasei'n to;n plativon wJ" tu; pepoivqei", 
  sfa;x bombevwn tevttigo" ejnantivon. 
       (Id. 5.28-29) 
 
[How confident you are that you will defeat your neighbor (in 
singing)—a wasp buzzing against a cicada!] 
 
 
  . . . bavtraco" de; pot j ajkrivda" w{" ti" ejrivsdw. 
       (Id. 7.41) 
 
[In contest I am as a frog striving against grasshoppers.] 
 
 Less commonly encountered is the music of birds: 
 
  khjx ojrevwn toi; skw'pe" ajhdovsi garuvsainto. 
       (Id. 1.136) 
 
[From the mountains may the owls sing to the nightingales.] 
 
 
  ouj qemitovn, Lavkwn, pot j ajhdovna kivssa" ejrivsdein, 
  oujd j e[popa" kuvknoisi. 
       (Id. 5.136-37) 
 
[It is not right, Lacon, for jays to strive against nightingales nor 
hoopoes with swans.] 
 
 
  kai; Moisa'n o[rnice" o{soi poti; Ci'on ajoidovn 
  ajntiva kokkuvzonte" ejtwvsia mocqivzonti. 
       (Id. 7.47-48) 
 
[ . . . and the cocks of the Muses, who toil in vain, crowing against  
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the Chian bard.] 
 
 There are also trees: 
 
    JAduv ti to; yiquvrisma kai; aJ pivtu", aijpovle, thvna. 
       (Id. 1.1) 
 
[Something sweet, goatherd, is the murmuring of that pine tree.] 
 
 
  . . . kai; wJ" druve" aujto;n ejqrhvneun. 
       (Id. 7.74) 
 
[ . . . and the oaks sang a dirge for him.] 
 
 And streams: 
 
  a{dion, w\ poimhvn, to; teo;n mevlo" h] to; katacev" 
  th'n j ajpo; ta'" pevtra" kataleivbetai uJyovqen u{dwr. 
       (Id. 1.7-8) 
 
[Your song, shepherd, flows down sweeter than this babbling 
water from the rocks above.] 
 
 But perhaps the most representative passage, one that incorporates all 
of the techniques above is to be found in Idyll 7.135-42: 
 
 
  pollai; d j a[mmin u{perqe kata; krato;" donevonto 
  ai[geiroi ptelevai te: to; d j ejgguvqen iJero;n u{dwr 
  Numfa'n ejx a[ntroio kateibovmenon kelavruze. 
  toi; de; poti; skiarai'" ojrodamnivsin aijqalivwne" 
  tevttige" lalageu'nte" e[con povnon: aJ d j ojlolugwvn 
  thlovqen ejn pukinai'si bavtwn truvzesken ajkavnqai": 
  a[eidon kovrudoi kai; ajkanqivde", e[stene trugwvn, 
  pwtw'nto xouqai; peri; pivdaka" ajmfi; mevlissai. 
 
[We had many poplars and elms that stirred mightily overhead, and 
nearby the sacred water babbled as it poured down from the cave 
of the Nymphs.  And the swarthy cicadas went about their toil 
chattering upon the shady branches; and the tree frog murmured 
from afar in the thick thornbushes and brambles; and larks and 
finches sang while the turtle dove moaned, and the yellow bees 
flitted about the springs.] 
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Shepherd as Musician: Piper 
 
 It is the characters themselves, however, in Theocritus’ poetry, with 
their avid preoccupation with music, who most dramatically reflect the 
impact of music upon the pastoral.  No herdsman truly has a place in the 
genre unless he is also a musician of some accomplishment or, if not a 
participant, at least avidly interested in country song.  Participation generally 
assumes the form of singing or playing the flute or panpipe.  Let us first 
consider the shepherd as piper: 
 
    JAduv ti to; yiquvrisma kai; aJ pivtu", aijpovle, thvna, 
  aJ poti; tai'" pagai'si, melivsdetai, aJdu; de; kai; tuv 
  surivsde": meta; Pa'na to; deuvteron a\qlon ajpoish'/. 
       (Id. 1.1-3) 
 
[Something sweet, goatherd, is the murmuring of that pine tree, 
which makes its music there by the spring, and sweet too is your 
piping.  You will carry off the second prize after Pan.] 
 
 
    QURSIS 
  lh'/" poti; ta'n Numfa'n, lh'/", aijpovle, tei'de kaqivxa", 
  wJ" to; kavtante" tou'to gewvlofon ai{ te muri'kai, 
  surivsden… ta;" d j ai\ga" ejgw;n ejn tw'/de nomeusw'. 
 
    AIPOLOS 
  ouj qevmi", w\ poimhvn, to; mesambrino;n oujj qevmi" a[mmin 
  surivsden. 
       (Id. 1.12-16) 
 
 
[THYRSIS: By the Nymphs, goatherd, will you sit down here 
where this sloping hill is and these tamarisks, and play your pipes?  
I myself shall tend your goats here. 
GOATHERD: It is not permitted, shepherd, not permitted for us to 
pipe at midday.] 
 
 
    . . . ejgw; dev ti" eijmi; meliktav", 
  keu\ me;n ta; Glauvka" ajgkrouvomai, eu\ de; ta; Puvrrw. 
       (Id. 4.30-31) 
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[I myself am something of a flute player, and I strike up the songs 
of Glauce quite well, and quite well those of Pyrrhus.] 
 
 
  kai; tuv nin ouj poqovrhsqa, tavlan tavlan, ajlla; kavqhsai 
  aJdeva surivsdwn. 
       (Id. 6.8-9) 
 
[Poor, poor wretch, you do not even see (the girl), but you sit 
sweetly playing your pipe.] 
 
 
  au[lei Damoivta", suvrisde de; Davfni" oJ bouvta": 
  wjrceu'nt j ejn malaka'/ tai; povrtie" aujtivka poiva/. 
       (Id. 6.44-45) 
 
[Damoetas played his flute, and Daphnis the neatherd played his 
panpipe, and the heifers at once began to dance upon the soft 
grass.] 
 
 
   . . . Lukivda fivle, fantiv tu pavnte" 
  h\men surikta;n mevg j uJpeivrocon e[n te nomeu'sin 
  e[n t j ajmathvressi. 
       (Id. 7.27-29) 
 
[Friend Lycidas, everyone says that you are the most eminent 
piper, both among the herdsmen and among the reapers.] 
 
 
  aujlhseu'nti dev moi duvo poimevne", ei|" me;n  jAcarneuv", 
  ei|" de; Lukwpivta". 
       (Id. 7.71-72) 
 
[Two shepherds will play their pipes for me—one a man of 
Acharnae, the other of Lycope.] 
 
 
  surivsden d j wJ" ou[ti" ejpivstamai w|de Kuklwvpwn. 
       (Id. 11.38) 
 
[I know how to play the pipe as none of the Cyclopes here (can).] 
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Shepherd as Musician: Singer 
 
 Finally let us consider the shepherd as a singer.  Frequently the Idylls 
are presented in dramatic form, and singing, when it occurs (as it often 
does), comes forth from the mouths of Theocritus’ herdsmen themselves; but 
these instances need not be enumerated here.  It is also frequently the case, 
and should be noted, that herdsmen are alluded to in the poems as being 
singers, or that the act of singing on the part of some rustic character is 
specifically pointed out: 
 
  a{dion, w\ poimhvn, to; teo;n mevlo" h] to; katacev" 
  th'n j ajpo; ta'" pevtra" kataleivbetai uJyovqen u{dwr. 
       (Id. 1.7-8) 
 
[Your song, shepherd, flows down sweeter than this babbling 
water from the rocks above.] 
 
 
  ajlla; tu; ga;r dhv, Quvrsi, ta; Davfnido" a[;lge j ajeivde" 
  kai; ta'" boukolika'" ejpi; to; plevon i{keo moivsa". 
       (Id. 1.19-20) 
 
[But you, Thyrsis, sing of Daphnis and his woes, and in bucolic 
song you have come far.] 
 
 
      . . . aij dev k j ajeivsh/" 
  wJ" o{ka to;n Libuvaqe poti; Crovmin a\/sa" ejrivsdwn 
       (Id. 1.23-24) 
 
[. . . if you would just sing as you once sang in contest against 
Chromis of Libya] 
 
 
  Quvrsi" o{d j wJx Ai[tna", kai; Quvrsido" aJdeva fwnav. 
       (Id. 1.65) 
 
[This is Thyrsis of Etna, and the voice of Thyrsis is sweet.] 
 
  . . . aj/seu'mai poti; ta;n pivtun w|d j ajpoklinqeiv", 
  kaiv kev m j i[sw" potivdoi, ejpei; oujk ajdamantivna ejstivn. 
       (Id. 3.38-39) 
 
[I shall turn aside by the pine tree here and sing, and perhaps she 
will look out at me since she is not made of stone.] 
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  eJsdovmenoi qevreo" mevsw/ a[mati toiavd j a[eidon. 
       (Id. 6.4) 
 
[Sitting down at noon on a summer day, they sang such songs as 
these.] 
 
 
  tw'/ d j ejpi; Damoivta" ajnebavlleto kai; tavd j a[eiden. 
       (Id. 6.20) 
 
[And after this Damoetas lifted up his voice and sang these words.] 
 
 
  kai; ga;r ejgw; Moisa'n kapuro;n stovma, khjme; levgonti 
  pavnte" ajoido;n a[riston. 
       (Id. 7.37-38) 
 
[For I am also a distinct voice of the Muses, and everyone says that 
I am an outstanding bard.] 
 
 
  ajll j a[ge boukolika'" tacevw" ajrxwvmeq j ajoida'". 
       (Id. 7.49) 
 
[Come, let us quickly begin our bucolic songs.] 
 
 
    . . . oJ de; Tivturo" ejgguvqen aj/sei' 
  w{" poka ta'" Xeneva" hjravssato Davfni" oJ bouvta". 
       (Id. 7.72-73) 
 
[From nearby, Titryus will sing how once Daphnis the neatherd 
longed after Xenea.] 
 
 
  aj/sei' d j w{" pok j e[dekto to;n aijpovlon eujreva lavrnax 
  zwo;n ejovnta kakai'sin ajtasqalivaisin a[nakto". 
       (Id. 7.78-79) 
 
[He will sing how once, due to the evil recklessness of the king, a 
wide coffer received the goatherd, still alive.] 
 
 
  fwna'" eijsai?wn, tu; d j uJpo; drusi;n h] uJpo; peuvkai" 
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  aJdu; melisdovmeno" katekevkliso, qei'e Koma'ta. 
       (Id. 7.88-89) 
 
[I listened to your voice, godlike Comatas, while you lay beneath 
the oaks or beneath the fir trees and made sweet music.] 
 
 
  ajlla; to; favrmakon eu|re, kaqezovmeno" d j ejpi; pevtra" 
  uJyhla'" ej" povnton oJrw'n a[eide toiau'ta. 
       (Id. 11.17-18) 
 
[He found a cure; for sitting upon a lofty crag and looking toward 
the sea, he sang such words as these.] 
 
 
  tivn, to; fivlon glukuvmalon, aJma'/ khjmauto;n ajeivdwn 
  pollavki nukto;" ajwriv. 
       (Id. 11.39-40) 
 
[It is of you, my dear sweet-apple, and at the same time of myself 
that I sing frequently at untimely hours of the night.] 
 
 
  ou{tw toi Poluvfamo" ejpoivmainen to;n e[rwta 
  mousivsdwn, rJa'/on de; dia'g j h] eij cruso;n e[dwken. 
       (Id. 11.80-81) 
 
[So Polyphemus shepherded his love by singing, and he spent his 
time better thus than if he spent gold.] 
 
 Three further examples are worthy of mention, but because of one 
detail or another do not fit happily in the preceding list.  Idyll 3 opens with 
these words from a goatherd: 
 
  kwmavsdw poti; ta;n  jAmarullivda. 
 
[I am going to Amaryllis’ to serenade her.] 
 
This verb kwmavsdw means to celebrate the kw'mo" that may or may not 
involve actual singing outside a loved one’s home.  Idyll 4 seems to have the 
speaker actually break into song at line 32: 
 
  aijnevw tavn te Krovtwna — “Kala; povli" a{ te Zavkunqo" . . . .” — 
 
[I sing the praises of Croton —“Zacynthus is a lovely city . . . .”—] 
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The term aijnevw literally means to praise and does not in itself imply singing.  
The interpretation of these lines is problematic in other respects also.  
Finally, in Idyll 7.100-1 the allusion is to the historical character Aristis, who 
is not a shepherd, but the use of ajeivdein is similar to those above.  Notice 
also that the instrument is not the typical pastoral flute: 
 
  ejsqlo;" ajnhvr, mevg j a[risto", o}n oujdev ken aujto;" ajeivdein 
  Foi'bo" su;n fovrmiggi para; tripovdessi megaivroi. 
 
[(Aristis is) a fine man and very noble, whom Apollo himself 
would not begrudge to sing with a lyre alongside his tripods.] 
 
 Many other motifs could be included in this study that deal with 
particularly rustic allusions or that occur less frequently.  The use of these 
five and the compilation of the above data are merely in an effort to make 
the essential point that such an influence upon Theocritus did actually exist.  
It is difficult to make convincing arguments for specifics beyond this point 
due to a lack of information about Theocritus’ sources in general.  In 
summary, we may say that if we can accept the premise that a tradition of 
oral shepherd songs existed in third-century Greece, at least some of them 
being amoebaean contest songs, that were in part orally composed as 
indicated by the general extemporaneousness of such songs, and if 
Theocritus borrowed other aspects of real shepherds’ lives in order to lend 
verisimilitude to his poems, such as their dialect, their caste system, their 
method of meeting in the fields and having singing matches, and so on, then 
it follows that he most likely also borrowed for the same reason from their 
oral songs, if not actual phraseology, at least some of the aspects that best 
typified the tradition; and it would also follow that, although the Idylls of 
Theocritus are in many ways typically Alexandrian, for example in being the 
product of a highly literate school and founded in large part upon the written 
poetry of previous generations, there is indeed a significant impact upon his 
poetry by a previously existing oral tradition. 
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